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 Find out more about the story and characters behind the game and its development at the Behind the Scenes of Skyrim: The Making of the Legendary Game. OpenBTSPP is a Playstation 2 emulator (PS2 Emulator) for Windows, and is available in SourceForge's repository. It is open source under a GPL license. The emulator is written in C++ and.NET. There is a port for Linux, there is a Windows
version, and there is a 64-bit version of OpenBTSPP. OpenCT is a PlayStation Portable emulator for the Windows platform. Opencore/Openore are a cross-platform framework that offers a PlayStation 3 emulator for both 32-bit and 64-bit Windows systems. As of November 1, 2013, the open source release is fully functional. PS4 runs on Windows 7 and 8.1. Mupen64Plus is a PlayStation emulator,
written in C++. On September 10, 2013, the Open Pandora Project made an announcement of the Open Pandora Project project at the PlayStation Blog. The Open Pandora Project team also announced an Xbox 360 emulator named XXUTP which utilizes the Nintendo WiiU's VideoCore IV. PS2 Emulator is a x86 32-bit (x86-32) emulator for the PlayStation 2 (PS2). It is written in the programming
language C, and made available on SourceForge under the GNU General Public License. OpenRCE is a PlayStation emulator, licensed under the GPL, and open-source. It supports both hardware and software emulation (Emulator). OpenRCE can emulate any Sony PlayStation 2 console. Virut is a Linux-based emulator. PlayStation 3 emulator The PS3 Linux Emulator is a port of the "PS3 SDK 2.2"
to the Linux operating system. PlayStation 3 native games PlayStation 3 Games for Linux PlayStation 3 games that are not PSN games will not run on Linux, due to Microsoft's policy against emulating other consoles. The solution is to use a virtual machine such as Wine. Some games that can run on Linux in general and not on Wine specifically, include these titles: See also List of PlayStation video

game emulators List of PlayStation 3 games List of video game emulators Emulation References Category:Linux emulation software Category:Linux video games Category:Video game 82157476af
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